
Pallet Block Making Machine is Used to
Produce Wood Blocks for Wood Pallets
Specifications :

Detail Introduction :
Advantages of Pallet Block Making Machine
Pallet block making machine is used to produce wood blocks for wood pallets, and is also called
compress wood block making machine. Pallet block making machine mainly includes three types of
specifications: single head, double-head, and three-head pallet block machine.

Advantages of Pallet Block Making Machine
1 Simple machine, and easy operation. One person could handle 3 machines.
2 Cross-section is completely vertical, reducing the previous cutting loss.
3 Setting the cutting length by entering the value, fully automatic, and suitable for the specifications of
pallet block.
4 Saving the production cost and enhancing the process of automation.
5 Pallet block machine could recycle the wood waste efficiently.
6 Free fumigation. Because the pallet block is made by hot pressing, it is free fumigation.
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Wood crushers are commonly used shredding equipment for processing sawdust of different
fineness. The wood crusher can quickly smash logs, branches, bamboos, straws, and other biomass
materials into sawdust, and the production efficiency is very high. This industrial machine shredder is
a new type of superfine wood processing equipment. Wood crusher machine also can be called wood
shredder, wood grinder, bamboo mill(milling machine), branches pulverizer. The processing size of
the raw materials for the high-efficient wood crusher ranges from 5cm to 50cm, and the final sawdust
size can be decided according to the customer's requirements.
 

No. Item Specification

1 Cutter Diameter 600mm

2 Blade Quantity  4pcs

3 Length of Blade 150mm

4 Crushing Diameter 250* 250mm

5 Speed of mainshaft 2500r/min
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6 Cutter Diameter 600mm

7 Blade Quantity  4pcs

8 Length of Blade 150mm

9 Power 15~45 kW

10 Cutter head diameter 610~1000 mm

11 Capacity 0.5~5 t/h
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